
Why Silicon Valley And Hollywood Push Sick Sex Schemes

 

The obvious answer is that our cultural arbiters are debauched people with
pedophile tendencies.  After all, stories about Hollywood's pedophilia and
pederasty problem are everywhere.

It goes deeper, though. Since the 1960s, the left has focused on pedophilia
as a way to diminish children's sense of self and make them easier to
subdue.  It's a form of grooming, of the type Epstein and Maxwell did, but
on a national scale.

Children are born with a strong sense of self ("Me! Mine!"), but it's
instinctive, not intellectual.  The intellectual knowledge of oneself as a
unique and inviolate individual develops in later childhood and continues
through the tweens and teens.

Leftism isn't about the individual; it's about the collective.  If leftists are to
take over a society, they need to break the connection between a person's
body and his sense of self.

German leftism was at the forefront of this movement.  Typically for
leftists, they promised that sexualizing children would promote, not destroy,
individuality.  For example, Der Spiegel wrote about Revolution der
Erziehung (The Revolution in Education), published in 1971, which insisted
that bourgeois morals dehumanize children:

The de-eroticization of family life, from the prohibition of sexual
activity among children to the taboo of incest, serves as preparation
for total assimilation — as preparation for the hostile treatment of

https://www.spiegel.de/international/zeitgeist/the-sexual-revolution-and-children-how-the-left-took-things-too-far-a-702679-amp.html


sexual pleasure in school and voluntary subjugation to a
dehumanizing labor system.

The same Spiegel article then offered chapter and verse about the German
left's active efforts to sexualize children — and the damage it did to those
children's development.

In West Berlin, beginning in the 1970s and continuing for thirty years, a
psychology professor convinced the authorities to place homeless
children with known pedophile men on the theory that they'd make "loving"
parents.  In Belgium, the leftist Catholic diocese actively promoted
pedophilia.  In Hawaii, Frank Marshall Davis, Obama's communist mentor,
along with promoting disturbing sexual practices such as bondage,
simulated rape, and undinism, also encouraged pedophilia (or, at the very
least, pederasty).

In America, using the vehicle of the LGBT movement, leftists relentlessly
pressure schools to expose children to graphic sexual practices.  In
California, a sex ed curriculum ostensibly intended to help kids have safe
sex exposes fifth-graders not only to traditional male-female sex but also
to...well, everything, including extreme and dangerous sexual practices.

What statists have always understood is that our bodies are the first line in
the battle between statism and individualism.  If a person is allowed to
develop a sense that his body is his own to control, he will never willingly
yield to the demands of the state.  Only by convincing its citizens that they
have no personal autonomy, beginning with control over their bodies, can a
state completely subsume the individual to the bureaucracy.
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